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Otel.com Announces New Hotel Promotions on Facebook

Otel.com is proud to present the new way to interact with the community - via Facebook, the
largest social media networking. The company maintains its loyalty and dedication to the
customers by expanding the hotel promotions to the page. As per usual, the 24/7 policy stands
for the Facebook profile so the visitors and customers are free at any time of the day to
communicate and share their thoughts with the representatives on the wall. The page is just
another way to get closer to the customers.

(PRWEB) December 03, 2011 -- Click the “LIKE” button and enter the new and expanded dimension of
Otel.com. Search for places to visit, see what others have to say about the cities and accommodations, share and
comment on reviews. The profile shows travel topics and has many photos of the places that the company has
on the list. Also, there is the well known 10% budget discount code which automatically gives discount for
every hotel and destination. But Otel.com won’t stop here. In the next period there will be games and contests
who will be arranged for coupons.

On the Otel.com Facebook page there is weekly deals application where the fans can see the special deals and
offers that are currently running, submit vote for some of the places for the next week, vote for the favorite city
and use the discount to have one unforgettable trip.
Being part of the new and modern era, Otel.com is non – stop searching for new methods and ways to get closer
to the travelers who want to experience many places in the world by offering the best price guarantee for every
booking. Being part of the Metglobal brand, the stuff dedicates them to ensure that Otel.com visitors always
find what they search for.

This is just another way for Otel.com to show the gratitude and satisfaction to work for the visitors and loyal
customers who can choose in between many hotel promotions. Otel.com gives the travelers wide selection of
hotels, both budget and major chain hotels. It has become one stop shop place for hotel promotion and best
hotel deals, providing the travelers with accommodation every time they need.
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Contact Information
Ozge Kulig
Metglobal
http://www.metglobal.com
2122391410

Online Web 2.0 Version
You can read the online version of this press release here.
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